At Bravadobe we aim to produce life time friends for family, obedience and show. With every litter, we strive to improve
the breed in areas of conformation, health and temperament and as such we line breed where appropriate, utilize proven
sires within Australia that compliment and strengthen our lines, import semen from other countries to improve in areas of
health and purchase dogs from overseas after years of research to gain access to other attributes we are seeking for the
breed. Always with the thought of making forward progress with our breeding program.
We don't believe in charging exorbitant amounts for either pet or show quality animals and this has allowed us to be very
selective in choosing the best homes for our puppies. In the majority of instances, all puppies are sold well in advance and
have found homes in all parts of Australia and overseas. Whether you are interested in a well bred family companion, a
sound Dobermann to participate in dog sports or a serious show dog, we welcome your enquiry to see if we can assist you
with your individual requirements.
Viper, born in Croatia, arrived earlier this year into Australia and is currently settling into his new home with us in the Swan
Valley. Representing some of Europe’s top lines, including his sire, the top producing Fedor Del Nasi, Viper brings to us a
well balanced and stable working temperament, outstanding bone, magnificent colouring and great health statistics. We are
hopeful and enthusiastic that Viper will pass on his great attributes to his offspring over the years to come and the AC/DC
litter is Viper’s first litter to our proven producer of quality offspring including numerous champions, Raven “Dassin Dark
Angel”.
Raven, a best in group and multi class in show winner is the daughter of grand champion parents, the 2003 Dobermann
National winner "Grand Champion Alldobe Strike It Lucky ET". Her dam is the beautiful “Grand Champion Dassin Hill Ov
Grace”, who is a daughter of “American Champion Winmar's American Gigolo Dassin (Imp USA)”. Both of these dogs are
exceptional examples of the breed and have passed their great attributes onto their progeny. Raven, whilst on the verge of
obtaining her Australian Championship title has retired from the show ring and lives a life of luxury with the Lines family. She
is an extremely affectionate girl with a "butter wouldn't melt in my mouth" expression.
We are extremely excited about Viper’s first litter in Australia to Raven and are expecting an all black/rust litter of puppies
with excellent even temperaments, rich markings and exceptional strong bone.

VAYDEE JESSE JAMES (IMP CROATIA)

DASSIN DARK ANGEL

THE AC/DC LITTER
INT.CH. PRINZ VON NORDEN STAMM, ZTP, SCH II
INT, YU.CH. BARON NIKE RENEWAL, IPO I
GRAVIN UNITA V NEERLANDS STAMM
FEDOR DEL NASI, SCH I
TIGR IZ SLAVNOI STAI
AKUNA MATATA DEL GRANDE VINKO
AK-YAR ANDROMEDA
VAYDEE JESSE JAMES
NILO DEL RIO BIANCO
NICO DEL RIO BIANCO
FARAH DEL RIO BIANCO
VAYDEE TALIS LAST TANGO
DRIVER DI CASA COPPO
VAYA CON DIOS OF TANDERBERG
BEA KASANDRA SAWAGES
GR CH KAIELA NIGHT LINE
CH TANUNDA STRIKE A LIGHT
CH TANUNDA MOONLIGHT LADY
GR CH ALLDOBE STRIKE IT LUCKY E.T.
CH ALLDOBE ART FOR ARTSSAKE
ALLDOBE THE WITCHES BREW
CH ALLDOBE WITCH OF THE WOODS
DASSIN DARK ANGEL
AM CH CAMBRIA'S CACTUS CASH
AM CH WINMAR'S AMERICAN GIGOLO DASSIN (IMP USA)
AM CH WINMAR LUCKY RUMOR PENNYLANE
GR CH DASSIN HILL OV GRACE
AM CH CHEHALEMS RISING SUN WINZLOT
CH ELRANZA EXPRESSO LOVE (AI)
CH ELRANZA FATAL ATTRACTION
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